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ABSTRACT

An imbedded Markov chain analysis of a token ring with 000exhaustive service is described. The madel captures the probahilistic structure of the token ring by treating the loken arrivals at
,111 stations as the imbedding points. Standard Markovian methods
arc used to circumvent the periodicity of the chain. The chain can
be solved numerically for finite state spaces using the power
method; however. the storage cost limits the use of this model to
the study of very small systems. The predicted queue lengths and
response limes of the imbedded Markov chain analysis are compared with those of the analyses of Kuehn and Berry·Chandy. It is
shown that the Berry-Chandy method necessarily underestimates
the expected number of waiting packets. An improvement to their
approximation is proposed.

1. Problem Description
A Loken ring is a local area network in which hosts are allowed to transmit.
data packets in ratalion. In some computer systems. each packet generation
causes interrupts that forces the currently executing job to relinquish Lhe CPU
until the new packet has been transmitted. In the Zurich and Pronet rings

.t. Slr83a. SaI82a]. a single loken takes a positive amount of lime La scan

[HUlCB 1

each host in turn, stopping at those that have one or more packets awaiting

-2 transmission. In both .these 'ring-s, 'hosts are only allowed to transmit one packet
per loken visil. This 'policy is known as non-exhau....li1J~ service.

The l~rm

exhaustive service denoles a policy in which all packets prescnt at the instant of
a token's arrival may be transmitted. The exhaustive policy has been analysed
by Konheim and Meisler [Kon74a] Burge and Konheim [Bur71a], and by Bux

[BuxBib]. Another cyclic server, a paging drum with fixed sector sizes. has been
modeled by CotTman [Cof69a] and by Coffman and Denning [Cof73a]. Analyses of

token cycle times in the context of machine maintenance problems have been
done by Mack [Mac57a]. Mack et al [Mac57b] and in the context of switching sys-

tems by Kuehn [Kue79a].
The non-exhaustive service discipline causes the presence of a packet at
one station to increase the likelihood of there being packets at subsequent stations on the token's tour. Tne resulting mutual dependence of the number or
packets queued for transmission at each station makes a continuous time Markovian analysis of the the ring intractable. As described by Kuehn [Kue79a], the
state of lhe ring al time t is given by the ordered tuple

(No{l ).N,{t )•...,N._,{t ).x{t). T{t))

( 1)

where the N's are packet queue lengths, X(t) is the current position of the
loken, and T(t) is the time the job being served has been in service (taken La be
zero if there is no job in service).
The classical technique for circumvenling the ditTicuLty of a continuous time
Markovian analysis is the imbedded Markov chain. In this method, the system is
analysed only at time instants, often referred La as imbedding points, chosen so
that the events that occur between them are stochastically independent
[Kle75a, Ken53a]' The steady state distribution of the chain is then evaluated by
first cl,mputing the stale transition probabilities between the imbedding points
and then solving the corresponding forward Chapman-KoImogorov equations.

I
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These equations are not the same as the global balance equations. which
describe the steady state distribution in terms of stale transition rates (see. e.g.
[Cha77aD rather than state lransitionprobabilities.
In simple problems such as the M/G!l queue, the steady state equations

can be solved with generating functions [Cox65aJ. In the next section. we shall
see that a loken ring's imbedded Markov chain of queue lengths at successive
Loken arrival instants is periodic wilh degree equal La the number of hosts. so

that it cannol have an equilibrium joint queue length distribution. However. the
joint queue length distribution defined at the Loken arrival instants of a particu-

lar ho~t does exist. As its evaluation by generating funelions appears to be
intractable, we shall reduce the scope of the problem by imposing an upper
bound on the number of queued packets and then proceed to solve lhe steady
stale equations by numerical means. The purpose of this is two-fold. First, this
analysis will provide the basis for a discussion of Kuehn's approximation method
in Section 3. Second, the results of the direct. computations will provide a useful
benchmark for comparison with the predictions of his method and the approximate methods approximate method of Berry and Chandy [BerB3a], which will be
discussed in Section 4. Fixed packet lengths and loken passing overheads will
be assumed throughout this paper unless otherwise stated.

2. An 1mbedded Markov Chain Analysis

Cnnsider the state of a k-station loken ring at the instants at which the
token arrives at a station. This may be represented by the vector

(N.X)
where N = {N o.N I ,

•..

I

(2)

NI;_I} is the vector of packet dispatch queue lengths at

all sLal ions, and X=O,1.2, ... ,k -1 is the index of the station at which the token
1I,1:i just Olrrivcd'.

We ~halJ make nmkc Lhe simplifying assumption thaL if the
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token is on the ring, no packet is currently in transit. Le. being served. This is
characteristic of the Zurich ring [BuxBla].
The equation describing the successive slates is given by

where H(x)(N} is a element.ary vector with 1 in the Xth position if the Xth component of N is positive and 0 otherwise. and Dn _ 1 is a (random) vector describing
the number of arrivals at. each station during the lime the loken moves to 5tatieD X after arriving at station X-I mod k.
Notice that this chain has a deterministic component, the staUon index.
Also, the random vector Dn - 1 depends on the sla.te of the system at imbedding
point n -1, because more packets may arrive during the additional time it lakes

to transmit a packet than during an empty Scan. It is these features of the systern that make the analysis of the token ring far less tractable than that of the
M/G/! queue, whose state transition equation is similar to (3) (see. e.g,

[Cox65a]). To make direct analysis of the token ring feasible. we shall restrict
number of queued packets at station i to I.j, -1. The state space of the imbedded
Markov chain is therefore

.

[O.lo-l]X[O.I,-l]X· .. [O.I._,-l]x[O.k -1]

-,

and has size kG. where G=I1I.j"

We may assume that the error caused by this

1:=0

restriction is small if the probability of lost packets at station i with buffer size

4. -1 is

also smail.

Let ~ denote the state transition probability matrix of N between the
token's arrival at station i and station i +1 mad. k.
The state transition matrix of the whole system is given by

Q = diag(Qo.Q, •...• Q._,)P

(4)
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where the Qi'S are all GXG matrices, and P is the generator of the group of
cyclic permutation matrices of order k. containing blocks of identity matrices

or O's of the same dimensions as the ~rs. For example. when k =3.
Dc Q.
Q = Dc Dc
[

DC]

(12

Qo Dc Dc

where Dc is a Gx G matrix of zeroes.
If the arrival process at each station is Poisson, transition probabilities in
each Q, may be computed using standard imbedded Markov chain techniques.
As mentioned after equation (3). the number of arrivals depends on whether secvice is rendered or not; the time during which packet arrivals may occur is
either d or d+S. where d is the (fixed) lime the loken lakes to move between

consecutive stations. and S is the (fixed) service time of a packet. Computalion
of the Qi' s is simple when S is constant. For the purpose of illustration, suppose
that there are two hosts numbered 0 and 1 with Poisson arrival raLes
respectively.

Let

PPm OI7l.I)(no"l)

Ao, AI

denote the probability that the joint queue

lengths will change from (mo,mO to (no,nl) between token arrivals at 0 and 1 in
thalorder, The following transitions are possible:
(a) Jf no packets are present at 0 when the token arrives. the joint probability
of the queue lengths increasing by (maIm I) is given by
(~od)' (~,d)i
.,

'I..

a

'I
1.

otherwise

(5)
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(b) At least one packet is present at O. The time the token takes to move from 0
to 1 is S+d, and one. packet is removed from the queue at o. Then,
(Ao{S+d))' (A,{S+d))'
i!
j!

(6)

o

otherwise

From equation (4). Q is in the canonical form of the transition matrix of a
Markov chain with period k. Hence. the equation

p =pQ
has no "Leady state solution. However. it can be shown that Qk is a block diagonal matrix describing the transition probabilities of N during a complete cycle

of the loken [10580a]. Furthermore.

p =pQ'

(7)

does have a steady stale solution. The frrst entry of (/' is QO(}I ... Q.t-I; the klh

entry i~, Q,\;-I(}O(}I ... Q.t:-2. Each matrix product in-

q:

represents a self-contained

irreducible aperiodic Markov chain describing the stale of the system when the
token arrives at the corresponding station. Because closed form expressions or
generating functions for the steady slate dislribution of these chains are not not
readily available, the distributions must be obtained by numerical means.
The joint steady state queue length probabilities q~ at each station i may be
computed by applying the power method [Dah74aJ to each diagonal block of (It
in turn

For example. go may be found by repeatedly performing the iteralion

(8)
where q~O) is chosen so that its components sum to one. If the packet arrival
rates at all hosts are the same, i.e. lhe system is symmetric. this need only be
done for one block.
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The computational cost of this method is high. The structure of each of the

'l,'s is such that the storage of pointers for sparse matrix multiplication
methods exceeds the cost of storing zeroes. Once the Q, 's have been multiplied.
the cost of each iteration is O( G2), and G grows exponentially with the number
of hosts. The cost of solving a model with a heavy load is especially high, (a)
because G must be very large to achieve a reasonable level of accuracy and (b)
because the iterative scheme (8) converges slowly, since the Markov chain it

describes lakes longer to reach steady slate than one with a light load.
The result of solving the subsystems in (7) is a set of joint queue length distributions at loken arrival instants.

To obtain the mean wailing time of a

packet, we must obtain the mean queue lengths at the packet departure
instants. or equivalently, at the token release instants. As shown by Kuehn
[Kuc79aJ. the qucue lengths al Lhe packet departure instants may be computed
rrom the queue lengths at the laken arrival instants. Kuehn derives an expres.
sian fa" the mean number of packets left by a departing packet using generating
funcUons; here. we explain the expression using conditional probability.
Let POi denote the probability that a loken finds no packets awaiting
transmission on arrival at station i. Let E[Nd denote the mean queue length
computed from the numerical solution of the steady state equations. and E[Ni1
denote the mean number or packets left behind by a departing packet. The
mean number of packets lert behind is simply the mean number found when the
token nrrives. given that there is at least one, together with the number that
arrive at the slalion white service is being rendered. IC!ls the one served. From
Kuehn fKue79a].

(9)
where

'''i

is the packet arrival rate at station i and S is the time the token is

held there. The mean response lime of a packet (that is. ils mean time between

- B·

arrival B.nd completion of its transmission) may be obtained from (9) by Liltle's
law. Notice that POi. may be computed directly (rom the equation for the mean
cycle time c given by Kuehn.

•

c =kd/(I-l;I\,E[Sj)
j=1

(10)

since

•

POI = I - I.,kd/ (I - l; I\,E[Sj)

,-,

(11)

=I-cl.,
This is useful for determining if the slate space size G chosen above is large

enough: if it is not, the values of the PO'l'S obtained by solving equation (7) will be
too large. Tbe imbedded Markov chain procedure is outlined in Figure 1.

Algorithm.: Imbedded Markov Chain Analysis
1.

Compute the state transition probability matrices Qo. QI •...• Q.t-1
using equation equations (5) and (6);

2.

Vor each slation i. i:::O.1. ..••k -1 do
Compute QQi+I ... Qk-IQO·· . ~_I;
Using the power method. solve
q~=qiQ,QHl···Qk-IQO·.. Qi-I

and compute marginal queue length distribution at
token arrival instants for slalion i, yielding E[Nd:
Compute the mean queue length E[Nn from
equation (9) and the packet response time form Little's Law.
Figure 1: OuUine of Algorithm for Imbedded Markov Chain Analysis

The error or approximating an infinite state space with a finite one
decreases as the max:imum permitted number of queued packets at each stalion
increases. Suitable state spaces for modeling token rings with moderate or
heavy loads are extremely large: their solution are prohibitively costly in both
space ;md time. If the system is symmetric. all the Qi's (and consequently their
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cyclic products) are permutations of each other. so the storage and computational cost may be reduced considerably. Apart from the implicit assumption of
lost packets, the probabilistic structure of the system is fully captured by the

imbedding method.

Some numerical results of the imbedded Markov chain

analysis analysis will be presented in Section 5.

In the foregoing discussion. we have described the analytic difficulties
caused by the periodicity of a Loken ring's imbedded Markov chain. We have

shown how the distribution of packet queue lengths at Loken arrival instants
may be used to obtain good approximations to the packet waiting limes. Untertuoately, the analysis must be performed numerically. Moreover, it can only be
used to study small syst.ems under light and moderate loads because of its
immense computational cost.

3. Kuehn's Method

Kuehn's mel hod [Kue79aJ attempts to avoid the computational cost of the
direct imbedded Markov chain method described in the previous section by
expressing mean packet queue lengths E[N.J altoken arrival instants in terms
of approximate formulae for the moments of the token's cycle time distribution.
The expression for E[Nd may then be used in equation (9) to calculate the
approximate mean queue length at token departure instants, and hence the
packet's response lime.
Under the assumption of independence of packet queue lengths, the
Laplace transform (LT) of the cycle time dislribution is given by

(12)
where CP~I(S) is the LT of the token passing overhead, 9'H,(S) is the packet
lnmsnlission lime. and

a,

is the probability that at least one packet is awaiting
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transmission at the instant the loken arrives at station i [Kue79a, Has72a].
The independence assumption that permits the multiplication of the
Laplace transforms in equation (12) is clearly erroneous, and will result in the
serious underestimation of the cycle time variance. Kuehn's approach is to
reduce the error of (12) by is to condition the cycle time distribution on the
event that a packet is absent or present at host j during a cycle. while assuming

that these events are independent at all stations. Thus. equation (1.2) becomes

(13)
where G'j is the cycle time given that a job is present at station j when the
loken arrives there, and C"f is the cycle time otherwise.

The Laplace

transforms of the C's may all be derived from the principles used to derive
equation (12). The conditional cycle time variance may then be obtained from
equation (13) by differentiation. The expression given by Kuehn for the mean
number of queued packets at token arrival instants when all stations have the
same arrival rate is
E[N o] = poA~A"0-:'(''::')(1.!1,-=!A'"0-;''S)+'f0'-'~(A!.:';;Oi''(~').!+:",2-=-:",2~Ao:,,'L')

-

2(1 AO ")'

(14)

where Po is given in equation (11) with i=O, c', c" are the means of the conditional cycle times whose Laplace transforms were used in equation (13), and
C .(2), C .. (2)

are the corresponding second moments.

The foregoing discussion shows how Kuehn has attempted to circumvent the

intract'lbility of an imbedded Markov chain analysis by constructing the refined
approximation to the Laplace transform of the token cycle time distribution
shown in equation (13), The independence assumption implicit in this equation
will cause the underestimation of the cycle time variance and hence the mean
numbe·· of queued packets, particularly when the packets have highly variable
length.

However. as will be shown in Section 5. the error caused by the

independence assumption when packet lengths are fixed is very smalL Thus. for
token rings with low token passing overhead and fixed packet lengt.hs, Kuhen's
approximation method is both fast and reasonably accurale.

4. The Berry-chandy Heuristic and a Proposcd Modification
4.1. The Heuristic

The Berry·Chandy heuristic [BerB3a] is radically different from Kuehn's
method, as it. makes no use of the properties of imbedded Markov chains.
Instead, it assumes that the total number of packets queued at all stations
behaves as an M/G/! queue, and bas expected value

E[Q] ~ p'(l + C')/2(1 - p)

( 15)

where C is the coefficient of variation of the packet length. and p is the sum of
the ring utilizations over all stalions,

•

p ~ E~,E[S].

(16)

t=1

Here, Ai denotes the arrival rale at station i. Overhead is ignored in these two
equations. The packet waiting time at each slation is found by apportioning lhe
lotal mean queue length E[Q] among all stations. The procedure for doing lhis
is based on Berry and Chandy's proportionate errOT hypothesU>, which states tbe
error in an estimate of a performance metric is proporlional to lhe metric's
true value. The hypothesis was adapted from [ChaB2a].

The outline of the

Bcrry·(,handy algorithm given in Figure 2 is adapted from [BerB3a]; its derivalion will not be repeated here.

- 12Algorithm BeHAN:
Inpub;

First. and-second moments 01 lhe po.ckeilel181h distribution
Ring bandwidth
Number of stations./;
Arrival rales,At.. i c 1•..••1:
Ini:WiJisation:
Set all mean wlliliDg times and queue lengths to 0.0:
8['111 <= 0.0

ElW,1 = "'E[Q.J
LAST..E[ Qd ::: 0,0
Since no customers M,ve been apportioned to any station Initially.
w,' = 0.0
qt' 0.0
Compule the ul:ilizatiOI13;

=

p, :::: ~E[S]

p:::z ~p,
Compute CV of service:
C"" asl E[8]
where as is the ste.nd61'd deviation of the packet length.
Compute the overall mean queue length Elltl wing the
P-K formula (15) and the e-:presaion for the utilization (16).

SL~ J:

Step 2; Compute the time taken for the token to reach i1tatlon i
given that it is held by station i for all i and i:

8[1'.1]

=E{Say2E[S] + d.

~here preet(j)

i = pratt(;)

is the index or the station preceding i in cyclic order.

Step 3: Compute the time taken for the token to reach i regardless of location:
8[Rj];; Etp,E[Tlj]
Step 4; Compule the work lo be done at 9t.ation j before the packet enters the ring:

8[Zj] ;; 8[8] ·(8[QJ]

+ I:m..Jrnin (E[QJ],E[Q... l + >.m E[WJ ]))

Step 5: Compute the estimated wait times e.nd queue lengths al nll station9:
w/;; E[Rj] + E[ZJ]
q{ ;; AJwJ"

Step B: Slore the old VIllue9. o.f 8[Qj,] in LAST...E[lAJ for all i.
Apportion the queue lengths amongst the stations ~ing

E[Qd
and compute l1J.e waiting times

= E[Q]qi"/Ejq/

~ing

ElWd = "'E[QIl
Step 1: Campara E[Qd end LAST...E[Q,] for oIl i.
If the convergence crilerion is met, terminate.
Otherwise, go to Step 4.

Figure 2: BeTT)'-Chendy Token Ring Algorilhm
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A notable feature of t.he invariant (15) is that it does nol include the loken
passing overhead in the utilization. Thus, the total number of packets present
may be underestimated. From the apportionment step of the algorithm (Slep

6), it is clear that the token passing overhead disappears from the analysis when

arrival rates are the same al all stations. because the mean queue lengths will
all be equal. The absence of overhead from the value of p also gives rise to a
misleading stability condition p<l, where p is given in equation (18). According

to Kuehn [Kue79aJ, the non-exhaustive service policy places a stability condition on each queue separately:

1.1 <

1-p + AIE[S]
kd + E[S]

(17)

It this condition holds for all j. we obtain the stability condition

•

~AI(E[SJ + d)<l

(18)

j=l

This condition states lhat the total packet throughpul of the ring is restricted
by lhe l.ime taken for the token t.o pass from one station t.o the next, d as well as
by the service t.ime.

4.2. A Proposed Modification
The foregoing discussion shows that the Eerry-CJ:1andy heuristic implicitly
overestimates the ring's capacily and hence that it will underestimale the lotal
number of packets

awaiting

transmission.

In this section. we propose

moditit-ations to correct these deficiencies.
One could interpret the utilization, or more specifically. the traffic intensity, as lhe proporlion of Lime lhalthe token is unavailable to serve a given waiting customer, rather lhan the proportion of time that work is being done. Each
packet sent incurs a minimum of one unit of overhead d as implied by the stabilily condition (18). When the ring is nearly saturated, the loken must spend
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appr:oximal.ely. time d (the passing time) moving from one station to lhe nexl Cor
each packet sent. As the load on the ring decreases, the number of times the
token. is seized in a given observation period and hence the token passing overhead delaying the transmission of each newly arrived packet increases. This
overhead always lies between d and kd, where k is the number of stations.
Therefore, an obyious modification to the Berry-Chandy heuristic is to replace
equation (16) with

•

P = L:I.,(E[S] + d).

(19)

i=1

This. will make the Berry-Chan,dy heuristic's stability condition agree with
Kuehn's.
Kuehn [Kue79a] bas argued that the variance of the token cycle time also
increases as the. packet arri·.'al rates decrease. Ideally. we would like to incorparate these load-dependent features of the overhead into the invarianl.
As. we saw in Section 3.3. accounting for the cycle time variance is not

stl"aight-rorward because the probability of a packet's awaiting transmission al
one station depends the number of stations with waiting packets during a cycle
of the token. Accounting for the average overhead per packet is simpler. A
packet arriving at an empty ring. will have to wait for the loken to complete
between 1 and k empty scans before being dispatched. Overhead should be
"charged" to the packet accordingly. We shall altempt to characterise this overhead ill terms of the current ring loading. We conjecture that the overhead is a
function that increases at the same rate as the probability of the token's performing an empty scan at a station. From (ll). the probability of an emply scan
at station i is given by

POi = 1 -I.,kdl (1 -

L:• hSE[S])
$=1

- 15To simplify the discussion. assume that
Pot =

~

;; h. i = 1.....k. Then we may write

fl say.' for all i. It is easy La show that (J is a decreasing convex funclion of

"A. If the conjecture aboul the chargeable overhead is correct, the number of

empty loken scans seen by a newly arrived packet should also be a convex
decreasing function of the total arrival rate, bounded above by kd. and below by
d. While we cannol determine what this function is. we know that it must have
cedain boundary values. At saluralion. each packet will be charged exactly one
unit of overhead. Near zero loading, the packet may be charged up La k unils of

overhead. A convex function that is decreasing on [0,11 is cos(prr/2), which vanishes when p= 1. It follows that the following expression,

d[(k-l)cos«E[S] + d)A7r/2) + 1]
with A::::

•
2:;"',

satisfies the stated convexity and boundary conditions: the first

\=1

term is a convex functin of the loading, while the second term ensures that each
packet is always charged for at least one empty scan, The effective traffic inten~ity

may then lie

e~lirnatcd

by

p = A(E[S] + d[(k - l)cos«E[S] + d)A7r/2) + 1])

(20)

Notice that this formula charges each packet with one unit of overhead at maximum load, and k units of overhead as zero load is approached. It is also in
agreement with Kuehn's condition for the ring's stability.
The numerical results in Section 3.5 show that the original Berry-Chandy
heurisllc underestimates response times in aU cases. This is not surprising, as
its sLability condition allowed more traffic than the correct one. The results also
show that the

simpl~

modifications of the utilization p proposed above make the

heuristic quite accurate over the rl:lnge of parameter values tested. provided
that both the packellenglh and loken passing overhead per slation are fixed.
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5. Numerical.Results
All three analyses discussed in the preceding sections have been tested with
identical sets of arrival and service parameters.

Following the notalion of

[BuxBlb]. the (fixed) packet transmission time was taken to be

where III, is the header length in bits. ld is the data length.

lJ

is the line speed in

bits per second. k is the number of stations. and da, is the distance between

neighbouring stations (assumed constant).

The loken passing time between

neighbouring stations was laken to be
Te :::

I,

-+
v

where It is the loken length. These formulae assume a 1 bit delay at each 5tation. For all runs,
III,

= 112 bits

ltJ ;:: 1000 bits

i, = 24 bits

v= 1 Mbits/ssc

rI.rs ::: 40 metres
j:::

5XlO- 9 sec/metre

For our analysis. the mean service time E[S] was equated with Tp and the token
passing overhead d was equated with T,.
The results are compared in Tables 1-4. Figures obtained using the BerTyChandy heuristic are displayed in the rows marked 'BC Orig.','BC Mod.!', and 'BC
Mod.2'. Those marked 'BC Orig.' and 'BC Mod,l' were computed using p=AE[S]
and p=A(d +E[S]) respectively:. those marked 'BC Mod.2· were computed with p

- 17given by equation (20). The rows labelled '1mb. Me' and 'Kuehn' were computed
using the imbedded Markov chain analyser and Kuehn's method respectively. As
mentioned above. the imbedded Markov chain analysis is more accurate when
the load is light than when it is heavy; queue lengths. response times, and waiting times will all be slightly underestimated. Kuehn's method yields predictions
for these measures that are usually a liltle larger than those obtained from the
imbedded Markov chain analysis.

Since the original Berry-Chandy heuristic

predicts waiting times that are less than those predicted by the imbedded Markov chain analysis. we can assume that it will always underestimate these measures. Kuehn's method is more accurate than the Berry-Chandy method, especially at light loads.
6. Conclusion
The immense storage requirements and computational cost of the approximate imbedded Markov chain analysis underscore the need for fast approximation schemes for modeling token rings. Accurate approximations are ditriculL to
obtain because of the mutual dependence between queue lengths and because
the token passing overhead results in a repeated portion of time during which
packets may be awaiting dispatch but cannot be served.
The Berry-Chandy heuristic underestimates packet waiting times. particularly at light loads. A simple scheme for charging packets for the token passing
overhe.ld has made their approximation more accurate, at least for modeling
rings with fixed packet length. Kuehn's method usually yields waiting time estimates that are slightly larger than those predicted by the imbedded Markov
chain analysis, but will probably not be accurate when the packet length variance is large, because of the independence assumptions implied by its formulation.
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Table 1: Symmetric Loading of a Ring with Two Stations
Packet arrival rate/station: 4.3B75e+Ol/sec.
Transmission time/packet: 1. 1144e-03 sec.
Token passing overhead per station: 2.5200e-Q5 sec.
Que.Len.
Waiting
Response
Method
Err.
Time
Util.
Wailinll
Time
-2.649Be-03
6.0394e~05
9.778ge-02
1. 174Be-03
Orill. Be

Be Mod.!
BCMod.2

1mb. Me
Kuehn

LOOOGe-O!
l.021Be-Ol
9.77Bge-02
9.77Sge-02

2.7778e-03
2.9075e-03
3.93ge-03
3.9448e-03

6.3311e-05
6.62f30e-05
9.000e-OS
a.gglle-OS

1. 1777e-03

1. 1807e-03
1.2044e-03
1.2043e-03

Packet arrival rate/station: 1.3163e+02/sec.
Transmission time/packet: 1.1l44-e-03 sec.
Token passinll overhead Der slation: 2.5200e-05 sec.
Method
Que.Len.
Waiting
Response
Err.
Wailing
Time
Time
Util.

arl•. BC
BC Mod.1
BCMod.2
1mb. MC
Kuehn

2.9337e·01
3.0DOOe-n1
3.0591e·01
2.9337e-01
2.9337e-01

3.0448e-02
3.2143e-02
3.3706e-02
3.520e-02
3.6171e-02

2.3133e-042.44-20e-04
2.5608e-04
2.67e-04
2.7480e-04-

1.3457e-03
1.3586e-03
1.3705e-03
1. 382e-03
1.3892e-03

Packet arriv~l rate/station: 2.1938e+02/sec.
Transmission time/packet: 1. 1144e-03 sec.
Token passine: overhead per station: 2.5200e-05 sec.
Method
Err.
Que.Len.
Waiting
Response
Util.
Waiting:
Time
Time
arl•. BC
4.8B94e-01
1. 1695e-01
5.330ge-041.6475e-03
BC Mo'd.1
5.0000e-01
1.2500e-01
5.6980e-04
1. 6842e-03
1.309ge-01
5.970ge-04Be Mod.2
5.0782e-01
1.7115e-03
Jmb. Me
4.8894e-01
1.321e-01
6.02e-041.7163-03
4.8894e-01
1.332ge-01
Kuehn
6.0760e-041.7220e-03
Packet arrival rate/station: 3.0713e+02/sec.
Transmission lime/packet: 1. 1144e-03 sec.
Taken oassina overhead Der station: 2.5200e-05 sec.
Method
Que.Len.
Err.
Waiting
Response
Util.
Waitina
Time
Time
arl•. BC
6.8452e-01
3.7131e-01
1.2090e-03
2.3234e-03
BCMod.l
7.0000e-01
4.0833e-01
1.3295e-03
2.443ge-03
BC Mod.2
7.0703e-01
4.2856e-01
1.38890-03
2.5033e-03
,1mb. MC
6.8452e-01
4.210e-01
1.371c-03
2.4550-03
[ Kuehn
6.8452e-01
4.2510e-01
1.3841e-03
2.4985e-03

,

.
- 21Table 1 cont.inued..

Packet arrival rate/station: 3.94B8e+02/sec.
Transmission lime/packet: 1.1144e-03 sec.
Token passing: overhead ner station: 2.5200e-05 sec.
Method
ElI.
Que.Len.
Waiting
Response
Util.
Waitinll
Time
Time
Orig. BC
6.60lDo-01
1.6150e+DO
4.06990-03
5.20430-03
BC Mod.!
9.00aDe-Ot
2.0250e+OO
5. 12Ble-03
6.24250-03
BC Mod.2
9.0311e-Ol
2.1045e+OO
5.3296e~03
6.4440e-03
1mb. Me·
a.BOIDe-O!
n.a.
n.a.
n.B.
Kuehn
B.BOIDe-Ot
2.0797e+OO
5.2667e-03
a.3Slle-03

·Accurate results unavailable because of storage limitations

Table 2: Symmetric Loading of a Ring with Three Stat.ions
Packet arrival rate/station: 2.921ge+01/sec.
Transmission time/packet: 1. 1156e-03 sec.
Token passinliZ overhead per station: 2.5200e-05 sec.
Que.Len.
Metbod
Elf.
Waiting
Response
Util.
Waitinll
Time
Time
9.77900-02
1.7666e-03
Orl•• BC
6.04600-05
1.17610-03
9. 999ge-02
1.8518e-03
BC Mod.1
6.3377e-05
1. 1790e-03
1.0436e-01
2.0268e-03
6.9365e-05
BCMod.2
1.1850e-03
2.956e-03
9.7790e·02
1.01e-04
1.217e-03
1mb. MC
9.7790e-02
3.0011e-03
1.0271e-04
1.2183e-03
Kuebn
Packet arrival rate/station: B. 7658e+0 1/sec.
Transmission time/packet: 1. U56e~03 sec.
Token oassimz overhead per station: 2.5200e-05 sec.
Que.Len.
Waiting
Met.bod
Efl.
Response
Waitin.ll
Time
Time
Ut.H.
2.3158e-04
1.3472e-03
Ori",. BC
2.9337e-01
2.0300e-02
2. 142ge-02
2.4446e-04
3.0000e-01
1.3601e-03
BC Mod.1
2.6861e-04
2.354-6e-02
1.3642e-03
3.11610-01
BC Mod.2
1mb. MC
2.9337e-01
2.565e-02
2.93e-04
1.408e-03
2.7980e-041.3954e-03
Kuehn
2.9337e-01
2.4526e-02
Packet arrival rate/station: 1.4610e+02/sec.
Transmission time/packet: 1.1156e-03 sec.
Token passi.ng overhead per station: 2.5200e-05 sec.
Metbod
Que.Len.
Elf.
Waiting
Response
UtH.
Waiting
Time
Time
5.336ge~04
Ori.e:. BC
4.8895e-Ol
7.7970e-02
1.6493c-03
BC Mod.l
5.0000e-01
8.3333e~02
5.7040e-04
1.6860e-03
BC Mod.2
5.1562e-Ol
9.1.4-78e-02
6.2815e-041.7418e-03
1mb. Me
4.B895e-01
9. 118e-02
6.24e-04
1.740e-03
Kuehn
4.8895e~01
8.6113e-02
5.8943e-041.7050e-03
Packet arrival rate/station: 2.0454e+02/sec.
Transmission lime/packet: 1. 1156e-03 sec.
Token passin.e: overhead per station: 2.5200e-05 sec.
Metbod
Elf.
Que.Len.
Waiting
Response
Util.
Waitinfl
Time
Time
Orill. BC
6.8454e-01
2.4757e-Ol
1.2104e-03
2.3260e-03
BCMod.l
1.330ge~03
7.0000e-Ol
2.7222e-01
2.4465e-03
1.452ge-03
BC Mod.2
7. 1404e-01
2.9716e-01
2.5685e-03
1mb. MC
6. 8454e-0 1
2.794e-Ol
1.366e-03
2.482e-03
Kuehn
6.B454e-Ol
2.70130-01
1.3207e-03
2.4363e-03

·.
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Table 2 continued
Packet arrival rate/stalion: 2.6297e+02/sec.
Transmission time/packet: 1.1158e-03 sec.
Token oassinl7 overhead -oer stalion: 2.5200e-05 sec.
Method
Etl.
Que.Len.
Waiting
Response
Util.

Orill.Be
Be Mod. 1
Be Mod.2
1mb.

Me'"

Kuehn

8.8012e-01
9.0000e-Ol
9.0622e-Ol
8.8012e-Ol
8.BOI2e-01

Wailinl7
1.076ge+OO
1.3500e+OO
1.4595e+00
n.a.
1.3585e+00

Time
4.0951e-03
5. 1335e-03
5.549ge-03

n.a.
5. 1658e-03

Time
5.2107e-03
6.2491e·03
6.6655e-03

n.a.
6.2814e-03

·Accurale results unavailable because of storage limitations

- 24Table 3: Ring with' Asymmetric Loading 0.5

Input Parameters
Transmission time/packet:
1.1 156e-03 sec.
Token passing overhead Der sLation:

Arrival rate at station 0:
Arrival rate at slation I,
Arrival rate at station 2:

Method
Orig. Be
Be Mod.!
BC Mod.2
1mb. MC
Kuehn

Method
Orig. BC

BC Mod.1
BC Mod.2
1mb. MC
Kuehn

Method
Orig. Be
BC Mod.!
Be Mod.2
1mb. Me
Kuehn

2.5200c-05 sec.
4.3B2ge+Ol pk/sec

B.765Bc+Ol pk/sec
3.06BOe+02 pk/sec

Performance measures for slation 0
Elf.
Que.Len.
Wailing
Waitim!
Time
Util.
4.BB96e-02
1.4773e-02
3.3705e-04
5.0000e-02
1.557ie-02
3. 5527e-04
1.6750e~02
3.8216e-04
5. 1562e-02
l.B33e-2
4.4e-04
4.BB96e-02
1.B635e-02
4.251Bc-04
4.BB96e-02

Performance measures for staLion 1
Que.Len.
Wailing
Elf.
UtiI.
9.7791e-02
1.OOOOe-Ol

1.0312e-01
9.7791e-02
9.779'le-02

Waiting
3.4934e-02
3.6963e-02

3.99B3e-02
4.0BIOe-02
4.3506e-02

Time
3.9853e-04
4.2168e-04
4.5612e-04
4.ge-04
4.9632e-D4

Performance measures for station 2
Que.Len.
Elf.
Waiting
Util.
Waiting:
Time
6.0040e~01
3.4227e-Ol
l.B420e-Ol
3.5000e-OI
l.9747c-Ol
6.4-363c-04
7.0959c-04
3.6093e-Ol
2.1770e-Ol
3.4227e-Ol
2.0B63e-Ol
7.1e-04
7.0352e-04
3.4227e-Ol
2.15B4e-Ol

Response
Time
L4527e-03
1.470ge-03

1.497Be-03
lo56e-03
1.540Bc-03

Response
Time
1.5141 e-03
1. 5373c-03
1.5717e~03

1.61e-03
1.611ge-03

Response
Time
1. ?l6De-03
1. 7~92c-03
l.B252e-03
1.B2e-03
l.B19!e-03
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Table 4: Ring with Asymmetric Loading 0.6
Inout Parameters
Transmission time/packet:
Token oassinlZ overhead per station:
Arrival rate at station 0:
Arrival rate at station 1:

1.1156e-03 sec.
a.520De-05 sec.
4.3B2ge+Ol pk/sec
1. 7532e+02 pk/sec

Arrival rate at station 2:

3.0BBOe+02 pk/sec

Method

Orig. Be
Be Mod.l
BC Mod.2
1mb. Me

Kuehn

Method

Orig. BC
Be Mo'd.l
BC Mod.2
Jmb. MC
Kuehn

Melhod
Orig. BC
DC Mod.1
Be Mod.2
!rub. Me
Kuehn

Performance measures for station 0
Elf.
Que.Len.
Waiting
Time
Util.
Waitinll
4.8B96e-02
l.B394e-02
4.196Be-04

Response
Time
1.5353e-03

5.0000e-02

1.9431e~02

4.4334e-04

5. 129Be-02

2.0705e-02
2.4B5e-02
2.392Be-02

4.7241e-04
5.669Be-04
5.4593e-04

1.55Bge-03
1.5BBOe-03
1.6S26e-03
1.6615e-03

Performance measures for station 1
Elf.
Que.Len.
Wailing
Util.
Wailing
Time
1.955Be-OI
1.0B04e-Ol
6.1625e-04
2.0000e-OI
1.1544e-Ol
6.5B4Be-04
2.051ge-01
1.2473e-Ol
7.1145e-04
1.955Be-OI
1.3B42e-01
7.S953e-04
1.955Be-Ol
1.4664e-01
B.3646e-04

Response
Time
1.731ge-03
1. 7741e-03
l.B271e-03
1.9051e-03
1.9521e-03

Performance measures for slation 2
Elf.
Que.Len.
Waiting
Waiting
Util.
Time
3.4227e-01
2.901Oe-Ol
9.4557e-04
3.5000e-Ol
3.1513e-01
l.0271e-03
3.590ge-Ol
3.1174-1c-OJ
1. 1 :125c-O::~
3.4227e-Ol
3.1540c-Ol
L02UOe-03
3.4227e-Ol
3.1316e-Ol
1.0207e-03

Response
Time
2.0612e-03
2.1427e-03
2.24Ble-O:l
2.1436c-03
2.1363e-03

4.BB96e-02
4.8S96e-02

